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843.681.6283 Think. Create. Communicate. 

Winning presentations showcase an inspiring synergy of content (mind), design (body), and energy (spirit).  
Presentation Design is about packaging, but we have to be mindful of the fact that our message could get lost in 
the forest of creativity if we aren’t careful and great packaging alone doesn’t equate to a great package. 
Our 3 Step Marketing & Design Process serves to insure that your presentation meets all of your objectives, 
short-term and long. Since presentation software packages each offer unique capabilities, Step 1 - Platform 
Overview and Selection involves determining the most appropriate software based upon your needs and wants, 
now and well into the future. In Step 2, Message Conversion, our message consultants work closely with each 
client to facilitate the transformation of the written word into a visual mind map. Decisions are made  
regarding the various media options available (colors, graphs, charts, animation, live demos, props, video, audio, 
3-D graphics, photographs) to best communicate the subject matter. In Step 3 - Design Execution the message 
consultant and the design team meet to go over the overall presentation plan. Our design team energetically  
approaches each project. The design team, the message consultant, and the client confer regularly throughout the 
design stages via our web office capabilities. It takes a well coordinated team effort to craft and design a winning  
presentation and execute a successful marketing strategy. 

Although we are creative beings and we love to create, the simple truth is that we are not graphic designers.  We 
haven’t invested the time, don’t have the knowledge, nor do we have the skills needed to create top quality, highly 
professional presentations. Most people lack the awareness of even general design concepts. As humbling as this 
might be, we need to accept the reality that our greatest strengths lie in different areas and our precious time is 
better spent providing direction and guidance to those that do this for a living. The moment we attempt to tackle 
the design element we become a highly overpaid graphic designer.  
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ROLES 
In marketing & design, the role played by 
the executive or the team is one of  
content expert, sequence strategist, and 
concept generation.  Our role as the  
consultant is to act as the presentation 
architect. It’s our job to ask the right 
questions, in the right order, to guide the 
client’s thinking. When offering the client 
choices, we provide objectivity. We share 
the pros and cons of various options. 
Together, we create a set of clear  
blueprints along with some parameters 
for the graphic design team to follow, 
thus freeing them to create the finest 
presentation possible within the  
guidelines we’ve set. 


